
Ownthehou.org is a pioneering initiative
aimed at transforming the
homeownership landscape in Houston
and Harris County, Texas. The initiative
focuses on empowering communities by
educating and assisting 5,000
prospective homebuyers and supporting
2,000 homeowners through their
homeownership journey.

ownthehou.org
ForeSight Communications (FSC) was
tasked with the comprehensive
responsibility of creating a compelling
brand identity, designing and
implementing a targeted paid digital
strategy, developing engaging bilingual
website content, and crafting an intuitive
and visually appealing website for
Ownthehou.org.

Case Study: Own the HOU.org - Revolutionizing
Homeownership in Houston and Harris County, Texas
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Brand CreationBrand CreationBrand Creation
Understanding the essence of theUnderstanding the essence of theUnderstanding the essence of the
initiative and its bilingual nature,initiative and its bilingual nature,initiative and its bilingual nature,
we meticulously designed a brandwe meticulously designed a brandwe meticulously designed a brand
identity that resonated with theidentity that resonated with theidentity that resonated with the
diverse target audience in Houstondiverse target audience in Houstondiverse target audience in Houston
and Harris County. The logo andand Harris County. The logo andand Harris County. The logo and
branding elements were crafted tobranding elements were crafted tobranding elements were crafted to
convey trust, empowerment, andconvey trust, empowerment, andconvey trust, empowerment, and
inclusivity.inclusivity.inclusivity.

Paid Digital Strategy
Leveraging paid digital advertising,
we designed a strategy to precisely
target prospective homebuyers
and existing homeowners. Our
approach involved a combination
of geo-targeted ads, social media
advertising, and search engine
marketing to maximize reach and
engagement.

Website ContentWebsite ContentWebsite Content
DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment
To effectively communicate theTo effectively communicate theTo effectively communicate the
initiative's objectives and provideinitiative's objectives and provideinitiative's objectives and provide
valuable resources to thevaluable resources to thevaluable resources to the
community, we created bilingualcommunity, we created bilingualcommunity, we created bilingual
website content. The content waswebsite content. The content waswebsite content. The content was
tailored to offer comprehensivetailored to offer comprehensivetailored to offer comprehensive
information, educationalinformation, educationalinformation, educational
resources, and interactive tools toresources, and interactive tools toresources, and interactive tools to
assist both potential homebuyersassist both potential homebuyersassist both potential homebuyers
and homeowners.and homeowners.and homeowners.

Website Design andWebsite Design andWebsite Design and
DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment
The website's design was focusedThe website's design was focusedThe website's design was focused
on providing an intuitive useron providing an intuitive useron providing an intuitive user
experience, allowing easyexperience, allowing easyexperience, allowing easy
navigation and access to essentialnavigation and access to essentialnavigation and access to essential
resources. We emphasized aresources. We emphasized aresources. We emphasized a
modern and visually appealingmodern and visually appealingmodern and visually appealing
design, ensuring it was optimizeddesign, ensuring it was optimizeddesign, ensuring it was optimized
for various devices and screenfor various devices and screenfor various devices and screen
sizes.sizes.sizes.

The collaboration between ForeSight Communications and Own the HOU.org yieldedThe collaboration between ForeSight Communications and Own the HOU.org yieldedThe collaboration between ForeSight Communications and Own the HOU.org yielded
remarkable results:remarkable results:remarkable results:

Increased Engagement and TrafficIncreased Engagement and TrafficIncreased Engagement and Traffic The targeted digital strategy led to a surge in website The targeted digital strategy led to a surge in website The targeted digital strategy led to a surge in website
traffic and engagement, providing valuable information to thousands of potentialtraffic and engagement, providing valuable information to thousands of potentialtraffic and engagement, providing valuable information to thousands of potential
homebuyers and homeowners.homebuyers and homeowners.homebuyers and homeowners.

Successful Brand LaunchSuccessful Brand LaunchSuccessful Brand Launch The brand was launched successfully, gaining recognition and The brand was launched successfully, gaining recognition and The brand was launched successfully, gaining recognition and
trust within the diverse community of Houston and Harris County.trust within the diverse community of Houston and Harris County.trust within the diverse community of Houston and Harris County.

ForeSight Communications is honored to have played a vital role in the transformativeForeSight Communications is honored to have played a vital role in the transformativeForeSight Communications is honored to have played a vital role in the transformative
journey of Own the HOU.org. Through strategic brand creation, digital outreach,journey of Own the HOU.org. Through strategic brand creation, digital outreach,journey of Own the HOU.org. Through strategic brand creation, digital outreach,
bilingual website content, and a visually appealing website, we contributed tobilingual website content, and a visually appealing website, we contributed tobilingual website content, and a visually appealing website, we contributed to
revolutionizing homeownership in Houston and Harris County. Empoweringrevolutionizing homeownership in Houston and Harris County. Empoweringrevolutionizing homeownership in Houston and Harris County. Empowering
communities, educating aspiring homebuyers, and supporting homeowners are at thecommunities, educating aspiring homebuyers, and supporting homeowners are at thecommunities, educating aspiring homebuyers, and supporting homeowners are at the
core of this groundbreaking initiative, and we are proud to have been part of thiscore of this groundbreaking initiative, and we are proud to have been part of thiscore of this groundbreaking initiative, and we are proud to have been part of this
impactful journey.impactful journey.impactful journey.
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